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Come together: Developing a successful cross-campus collaboration
to improve the information literacy skills of novice researchers
Presented by
Denise A. Wetzel - STEM Research & Learning Librarian
Liz Dunne - Reference & Instruction Librarian

Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background Information
Developing the program
Thinking about collaboration
Activity 1
Information Literacy Instruction in the program
Activity 2
Wrap-up/Questions

Background of FSU Libraries
-

Information Hub of FSU
13 Libraries: 8 Tallahassee and 5 Worldwide
ARL, CRL, and ASERL Library
Annual Gate Count ~1.45M in 2017/18
93% of Students Visit Strozier Each Semester

Background of a Campus Partner
Undergraduate Research
Opportunity Program (UROP)
• 2019-2020: Over 400 1st & 2nd
year and transfer students from
all majors
• Provides high-achieving students
the flexibility and funding
opportunities to explore their full
range of interests through
research.
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Course

Three-part
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Research
Assistantship
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(Undergrad
Research
Symposium)

Background of a Campus Partner (cont.)
Undergraduate Research
Opportunity Program (UROP)
• What is research, why does it
matter, and how will it help you?
• The UROP assistantship
functions on inquiry-based
learning
• Students showcase their
contributions to their Research
Sponsor's projects

Developing a Pilot Program
How did this begin?
It began with a conversation!

Pilot Year 1 (2018-2019)
•

43 students

•

Fall Librarian instruction across
all UROP Sections (2nd class
of the semester)

Student Expectations
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first annual awards honored students who demonstrated
exceptional research skills and effectively utilized library resources.

Fall Librarian Research Consultation
Attend a library workshop and
complete a reflection assignment
Apply for the Library Research
Excellence Award (3 components)
Student and Research Mentor
information form
Recommendation form from UROP
Research Mentor
Research Excellence Narrative

A Selection of Year 1 Narratives
“Overall it was a helpful consultation and it reinforced my confidence in my work
on this project thus far.”
“I learned that research is just a conversation we can contribute to…”
“[We] had a really productive conversation...[o]ne of the coolest things she
showed me was the Earth ArXiv database... I think this conversation was very
beneficial to my future research endeavors.”
“I decided to go to this workshop to help me explore all it is that NVivo has to
offer. It’s pretty amazing actually... and it turned out to be a lot less complicated
and intimidating than I thought.”

Lessons Learned from Year 1
Librarian Instruction and consultation
too early!
Need more consultations
Research mentor communication
difficulties
Scale up year 2 (8 sections)

Pilot Year 2 (2019-2020)
This is our current model!

What has changed?
•

Timing

•

Revamped Student & Librarian
Interactions

•

Mentor Communication

•

Librarian Communication

•

Annotated Bibliography

Canvas Integration

Thinking about Collaborators
• What centers/offices/
organizations might want
to collaborate?
• Consider holistic growth,
not forced growth
• Evaluate, evaluate,
evaluate!

Activity 1!

Activity Questions to Consider
• Who are the students you serve?
• Are there needs that you aren’t meeting?
• Which offices have you not collaborated with yet? Why?
• Who is the person that can help you make a new
connection?
• How can a collaboration benefit your students?

Activity 1!

Year 1 Library Instruction
• Emphasis on ACRL’s
“Searching as
Strategic Exploration”
Frame of Info Lit:
– Navigating the library
website
– Finding sources

Year 1 Library Instruction
• Instruction was contingent on students having
research projects
• Instruction was specific to sections’ discipline
• Activities were done individually

Lessons Learned from Year 1
• Many students didn’t have research topics!
• Research topics & student backgrounds were
much more interdisciplinary than expected
• Students weren’t actively participating in
discussions
• Students noted that it felt similar to general
library instruction they had previously received

Year 2 Library Instruction
• Emphasis on:
– Identifying different
components of
scholarly articles
– Identifying effective
strategies for reading
scholarly material
– Critically evaluating
topics and sources

Year 2 Library Instruction
• Tied to annotated
bibliography assignment
• Sample articles were
provided to students
• Incorporated both group
discussions and
individual learning
activities
• Held a training session
for librarians teaching the
material

Activity 2!

Activity 2!
• Surface-Level
Evaluation
– Author
– Publication Date
– Journal/Newspaper/
Website
– Publisher

• Content-Level
Evaluation
–
–
–
–

Purpose
Relevance & Scope
Accuracy
Writing Style &
Structure

Year 2 Instruction Evaluation
• Some librarians
reported difficulty
following the
instruction
• Some UROP leaders
had already taught
some of the material
as part of their
biweekly meetings

• Achieved target
learning outcomes!
• Strive for more active
learning was
successful

Library Instruction Looking Ahead
•
•
•
•
•

Use a different lesson plan format
Hold mock instruction session earlier
Provide ample opportunity for questions and concerns
Allot more “freestyle” time
Evaluate more varied source types

Questions/Comments

Any questions?
Please email Denise A. Wetzel: dwetzel@fsu.edu or Liz Dunne: edunne@fsu.edu
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